CRM 377 RESTORATIVE JUSTICE, 3CR.

PROFESSOR KIM COOK
FMI, EMAIL: COOKK@UNCW.EDU

• Join the Circle! Enroll in CRM 377 (CRN 16392)
• Wednesdays, 3:30 – 6:15
• Restorative Justice is a global and local reform strategy to provide meaningful justice options to people whose lives have been impacted by crime. This class explores the theory, practice, and empirical findings associated with restorative justice. Applied learning is central to this class in that circle process is used throughout the semester as a platform for instruction.
• Pre-Requisites: CRM 105, SOC/CRM 255 or 256, plus three hours in criminology at 300 level, or permission of instructor
• Excellent preparation for employers – this is an expanding practice across the country.

Assignments: weekly circle process participation, academic and practitioner oriented readings, topical cluster presentation, and practice-oriented term paper.

You may also be interested in the optional CRM 491 (Directed Individual Study, 1-3cr) as a companion for CRM 377. You can work in a local community agency that is using restorative justice to learn and contribute to their programs. This will satisfy EBC and can be used as a primary or secondary elective in criminology, if you enroll in 3 credits for the DIS.